We study protection of a qubit that transfer through a decoherence noise by quantum control technique. In this work, we assume that the communication participants have some side information about the qubit. Our aim is to take fully advantage of given side information to design a quantum control scheme that makes the output state close to the input state as better as possible. Especially, in this paper, we consider the quantum composite control (QCC) structure, which has shown to capture a better balance between fidelity and success probability, i.e., two essential measures for protection. Comparison has been made between our scheme and previous ones. We show there's advantages in two aspects. On one hand, when compared with the scheme that has taking fully consideration of classical side information but not quantum one, our scheme achieves higher fidelity. Inversely, when the scheme with quantum side information but not classical one is considered, our scheme also has nontrivial improvement.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum technologies have many advantages over their classical counterparts. For example, quantum key distribution (QKD) can achieve unconditional security. In these quantum techniques, quantum states play an irreplaceable role in bearing information for communication or computation. Unfortunately, there is no isolated system in the world. That means the state will be inevitably exposed to decoherence caused by interacton between environment and system, which will then make the system derivation from the expected state and thus disturbing quantum techniques from functioning in desired ways.
In classical realm, states can be easily protected against the noise by simply recording it before the noise and reconstruct it after the noise. In quantum world, it's not the case even when two nonorthogonal pure states are considered. Quantum control is one efficient technique to achieve this task. There are some fundamental features of quantum mechanics restricting the ability of quantum control. Firstly, Heisenberg's inequality limits the amount of information that measurement can obtain. This implies that two or more nonorthogonal stats cannot be perfectly discriminated. Secondly, there will be an undesired phenomenon, "back-action", when quantum measurements are applied. That is to say, once a measurement is taken, the system will be immediately disrupted and collapse to some unexpected state. These restrictions make us to design quantum control schemes delicately.
We would like to refer to recent works on quantum control for quantum state protection. In 2007, Branczyk * caoshinee@126.com † et al. proposed a quantum feedback control (QFBC) to protect a qubit in either of two states, which are randomly prepared nonorthogonal states lying in the XZ plane of the Bloch sphere, against the dephasing noise. This work demonstrated that weak measurement can balance the information gain and back-action and thus is beneficial for designing quantum control schemes. It has attracted much attention and has been experimentally implemented in 2010. Related works thereafter mainly considered in two aspects, protecting more states and defending more noises. These two items are cross presented and we will not introduce them in time line. For defending more noises, Xiao et al. reexamined the QFBC in all typical types of two-dimensional noise sources including bit-flip, amplitude-damping, dephasing and depolarization noises. QFBC can work but not too well in other noises than dephasing. Korotkov et al. presented that quantum measurement before noise and its reversal after noise can almost completely suppress the amplitudedamping noise. Inspired by this, Wang et al. proposed a quantum feedforward control (QFFC) scheme to protect two nonorthogonal states, which lies in spatial plane of the Bloch sphere, with equal a priori probability. This scheme can reach almost unit fidelity for all states and even heavy noises. However this happens at price of low success probability.
It should be emphasised that success probability is also an important measure to estimate the performance of a control scheme, not only fidelity. Comparing to another relevant work for quantum state protection, quantum error correction, quantum control has one advantage that it doesn't need redundant degree of freedom to encode the state of system into that is immune to the noise or can be corrected afterwards. More redundant degrees mean more resource consumption, so as low success probability. To solve the "high fidelity with low success probability" problem in QFFC scheme, our last work pre-sented a quantum composite control (QCC) scheme by deliberately combine QFFC and QFBC procedures. This scheme possess the advantage of QFFC in fidelity, and generously improves the success probability.
In this paper, we reinvestigate the QCC technique to protect a qubit in more general states, {s ± , |ψ ± }, where |ψ ± = cos θ 2 |+ + e iφ sin θ 2 |− with {s + , s − } an arbitrary priori probability.
We introduce different preweak and postweak measurements, feedforward and feedback operations for the quantum composite control. We improve the performance in two aspects, definite and indefinite protection schemes. Both schemes are considered with optimal parameters. Results show that this generalized scheme has advantages not only in inequal a priori probability case, but also in equal one in the sense that, with fixed fidelity it can obtain the highest success probability, and vice verse. This proposal can also be used to protect a qubit in a mixed state ρ = s + |ψ + +| + s − |ψ − −|. This paper is structured as below. Sec. II introduces the generalized quantum composite control scheme and two importance measures estimating the performance of protection. Sec. III analyzes the performance of this scheme in two directions, definite protection and indefinite protection. Sec. III concludes this paper.
II. QUANTUM COMPOSITE CONTROL SCHEME FOR ARBITRARY PRIORI PROBABILITY SCENARIO
In what follows, we present the scheme for protecting a qubit in either of two nonorthogonal states with an arbitrary priori probability. The process is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
A. The Scheme
Suppose the qubit sending from Alice to Bob through a decoherence channel is in either of two nonorthogonal states with an arbitrary priori probability,
where |ψ ± = cos Notice that if a control scheme can protect a qubit in such state, it can also protect it in the mixed state,
The decoherence here we consider is the amplitude damping (AD) noise, which pollutes an arbitary state ρ into a mixed state
where
with a parameter r representing the strength of noise. A quantum control scheme aims to output state as close as possible to the primary one with just measurements and unitary operators, and no redundant systems. To protect the qubit state of interest, we propose a quantum composite control scheme as illustrated in FIG. 1 , by taking full advantage of all known information. The quantum composite control scheme contains three procedures: a feedforward control(FFC) procedure, a reversal procedure and a feedback control(FBC) procedure.
FFC. Before the noise, Alice firstly makes a preweak measurement M which has two outcomes, i.e., ±.
Then Alice applies a feedforward unitary U ± according to the measurement result ±. That is, if the result is +, she does the unitary U + ; otherwise, she does the unitary U − .
The Reversal. After the noise, Bob receives the qubit and makes the reversal of the feedforward control process Alice has done. Concretely, if the measurement result is 1, Bob will firstly apply the reversed unitary U † + and then a postweak measurementN + = {N + ,N + }; otherwise, when the result is −, he firstly apply the unitary U † − and the a postweak measurementN
FBC. Based on different postweak measurement results, Bob then make corresponding corrections. That is, if the result isN ± , he does a feedback unitary R ± . Otherwise, he does the action "A" which is short for abandon.
Our main task is to find appropriate control operators to improve the protection. The design of the measurements and unitaries should satisfy the rules as follows.
(I) The measurements therein should be weak, in order to balance the information gain and back-action. Also these measurements should be strength dependent. So that one can adjust the measurements to satisfy what needs.
(II) The state of the qubit before entering the noise should be close to the immune state of the noise, i.e., the state that won't be affected by the noise. In this paper, the immune state is unique, i.e. |0 .
(III) The output state after the FFC procedure should be close to the original state in the sense that the measurement operators M + N + and M − N − are close to I. Thus we call the postweak measurement the reversal of the preweak measurement.
(IV) The FBC correction should correct the error as perfect as possible.
Under requirements above, we design the measurements in a family as follws where
Comparing to the preweak measurement used in Ref
p|1 1|, the measurement above is formed in a larger family by introducing a parameter α encoded in a general basis {|V + , |V − } other than the logical basis {|0 , |1 }. A parameter α is introduced in the measurement. The parameter p therein ranges from 0 to 1/2, denote the strength of measurement. Two extreme points describe two trivial measures. When p = 0, it's a projective measurement. When p = 1/2, the measurement is I/2, doing nothing.
We choose the feedforward unitary that transforms the state to the plane which is less affected by the noise as follows,
The postweak measurement with strengthes has the formation of
After the FFC procedure, the output state will still stay in the plane expanded by the original two states, however slightly deviated from the direction of the original state in the Bloch picture. According to different measurement result, the direction are opposite. Thus our feedback unitary should be a rotation whose axis is orthogonal to the plane expanded by the original state.
is the Pauli basis. R ± ≡ Rη(γ ± ) are actually rotations about the Bloch vectorη with an angle γ ± , whereη = (0, cosφ, −sinφ) is the Bloch vector of the state (|+ + ie
From the view of trajectory, the output state for input state |ψ ± will be the mixture of states from different paths,
with corresponding success probability
Here, we have
From direct calculation, the average fidelity and average success probability respectively take the form
and
respectively.
III. THE PERFORMANCE
We have introduce the control scheme for protecting two qubit states with an arbitrary priori probability and two important measures describing how good the scheme performs. However the scheme is presented with parameters. With different sets of parameters, the states will be protected in different ways. Our main task is to figure out how these parameters affect the scheme and how well the generalized scheme can improve the performance of protection.
In this section, we'll show the performance in two aspects. Firstly, we track the state evolution of an initial state under a control scheme, to . We orfirst consider the general case, i.e., arbitrary prior probability. Then we outline an special case where equal prior probability are given.
A. State evolution
To make it clear, we track the state evolution of the qubit when the primary state is |ψ ≡ |ψ + and take preweak measurement result + as an example. The process is as follows.
(1): The unnormalized state after getting the preweak measurement + will be
Here and thereafter, we use |ñ to denote an unnormalized form of the state |n .
|ñ ≡ |n ñ|ñ .
(2): The corresponding feedforward unitary U + transforms the state to the plane that is less polluted by the noise
(3): The state after the noise can be seen as the combination of two state as follows,
(17) (4): Trough the reversed feedforward unitary U † + and getting a + after the postweak measurement {N + ,N + }, the state of the qubit will be
(18) (5): Finally, Bob applies a "Rotation" R 1 , which transforms the state into
B. Arbitrary prior probability
In this section, we discuss the performance of the presented scheme mainly in two aspects: definite control and indefinite control. In the former one, the average success probability of the scheme is unit and thus for arbitrary input state it can definitely be protected. Inversely, when the success probability is not limited to unit, there is a probability that the scheme will claim to fail for protecting. A definite protection scheme shows the limitation of fidelity when unit success probability is required. In other words, it shows the best protection without any abundant resource consumption. However, we also wonder how well can this scheme perform when resource consumption is not restricted, an indefinite protection scheme. It will be helpful for understanding the overall performance of a state protection scheme and maybe applicable for special cases where fidelity is considered for available scope of success probability. We define the optimal scheme for an indefinite protection scheme as a scheme where parameters achieves the highest fidelity (success probability) when fixed success probability (fidelity) is given. The corresponding parameters are called an optimal indefinite protection parameters set.
According to the expressions of total success probability and total fidelity in Eqs.(??) and (??), respectively, we find the optimal indefinite protection scheme or parameters instead, we can follow the procedure of the definite protection as discussed above by first settling down the conditions of p 1 and p 2 , then substituting these conditions to the primary interested measure (total fidelity or success probability) to find the optimal γ + and γ − , and finally find the optimal p. However, the analytical expressions for these optimal parameters are too complicated, so we choose the numerical way.
To quantify the performance of our indefinite protection scheme, we define a measure of its improvement over the former scheme as below
Here f opt g and f opt g means the optimal fidelity of the presented scheme and the former one with given g.
For every set of parameters {p, p 1 , p 2 , γ + , γ − }, there is a unique fidelity and success probability. By searching over all legal ranges of related parameters, we can get a fidelity-success probability phase where all possible values are included. Obviously, the boundary of the phase correspond to the optimal protection schemes. That is to say, every point on the boundary is an optimal protection scheme.
When the measurements are encoded in the logical basis and the feedback rotations are set to be trivial, the quantum composite control scheme will reduce to the pure feedforward control scheme, which has been shown to be capable of archiving unite fidelity when regardless of the success probability. It is straightforward to see that this proposal can also achieve unit fidelity when ranging the success probability from 0 to 1.
To evaluate the advantage of this proposal, we first consider a definite control. We plot figure 2, the improvement of fidelity, the fidelity of this proposal and the optimal measurement angle α for different noise strgenth r = 0.5 and 1. Results show that the maximum fidelity improvement is about 0.06, occuring at point (s + , θ) = (0, π/4).
One might think that the best measurement basis is the Helstrom basis. To clarify our proposal to this intuition, we plot figure 3. It's easy to find there is a gap between our proposal and the Helstrom one.
When success probability is not limited to unit, a quantum composite control scheme can in principlly achieve unit fidelity. However, from the view of practical implementation, we would like to pursue higher success probability with fixed fidelity. In figure 4 , we plot the relation between fidelity and success probability for this proposal and the one in 2017. Results show that our scheme has an apparent improvement in success probability. 
C. Equal prior probability
Notice that if we take the strengths of both postweak measurement as
the success probability of the presented scheme will be unit. This is the case which we call a definite protection scheme, where no measurement results are abandoned.
For protecting the initial state |ψ + , the fidelity of this definite protection scheme will be
Replacing |ψ − with |ψ + in the presented scheme, we have the fidelity of |ψ − being f
and b ′ = sin α+2θ 2 . To sum up, the total final fidelity of the definite protection scheme for the states of interest becomes
This fidelity is a function of the parameter for priori probability s + , the angle of the initial states θ, the amount of the noise r, the preweak measurement strength p, the feedback rotation angles γ + and γ − . It is interesting to find that the fidelity is independent of the phase of the initial states φ.
In this case, the optimal rotation angle γ can be given by
Substituting this optimal γ opt into the reduced total fidelity, we have
By straightforward calculations, the optimal p of this definite protection scheme is the real positive root of the 
We call the set of parameters (p, α, γ) satisfying conditions in Eqs. (21, 25, 27 ) is an optimal definite protection for initial states and noise with parameters θ, φ and r, and the corresponding scheme an optimal definite protection scheme.
The difference of It is interesting to find that this scheme is better than that of the composite control scheme [] even when equal a priori probability is considered.
With the analytical expression we obtained above, we show this interesting fact by figuring the difference of fidelity between this optimal definite protection scheme and that in a composite control one with the fixed unit success probability in FIG. 2 . It can be seen that, advantages are apparent for all θ and φ with special r. There is a trend that, the heavier the noise is, the more advantages there are. When it is complete decoherence, the fidelity improves a generous number about 0.5. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a side information -driven quantum composite control scheme. By consideration of all given side information, we design the measurements and unitaries therein and improve the performance of protecting the state of a qubit. The performance has been discussed for both analysis and numerical ways by optimization over parameters in initial states, the noise and the scheme. The advantages lies in the following aspects. Firstly, it works for a wider range of states and generalizes our last work. The states we protect here are more general and complements the scale for state protection and thus extends the application of quantum composite control. Secondly, we exploit measurements and corrections by mixing the information of not only the initial angle, but also the initial phase and priori probabilities, which leaves room to improve the protection performance. Analysis shows that this proposal outperforms in two aspects. On the one hand, this proposal improves the fidelity when fix a success probability for all initial states and noises. On the other hand, it successes with the highest probability when fixing a fidelity for all initial states and noises. Even when equal a priori probability, this proposal shows improvements over the previous quantum composite control scheme. At last, we expect implementation of this generalized scheme and its application in various techniques, such as quantum state discrimination, quantum storage and so on.
